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Optimality conditions and duality are studied for convex parabolic boundary 
control problems with control constraints and pointwise state constraints. Caused 
by the presence of state constraints, the multipliers in the optimality conditions and 
the variables in the dual problem are Bore1 measures. These measures appear as 
data in the adjoint partial differential equation. It is shown that its solution as well 
as the restriction of its solution to the boundary is summable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider parabolic boundary control problems with 
restrictions on the control I( as well as on the state y and its value y(T) at 
time T. In contrast to most authors who study parabolic control problems 
with state constraints, we consider problems with pointwise state constraints 
and not with constraints given in integral form. Our main interest consists in 
the derivation of optimality conditions. Since the problems are assumed to be 
convex, we also get a dual problem. 
Let fl c R” be open and bounded. We assume that the boundary r of R is 
a P-manifold of dimension n - 1. Locally, R is totally on one side of r. 
With T > 0 put Q .= 10, T[ x R, Z .= IO, T[ x I-. For i, j= l,..., n let 
functions a,, aij E G?(a) and a real number c > 0 be given such that 
aij = aji, i,j= l,..., n, 
2 aij(X)titj>C + <f, V<E R”, VXEQ. 
i,j=I ,r, 
For rp E L’(Q) define 
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(Here and in the sequel the notation of the function spaces is as in Lions and 
Magenes [9. Vols. I. II].) Furthermore let 
be a lower semicontinuous convex functional, which is not identically +co. 
and let 
L:CXIR+lRU(+co} 
be a normal convex integrand (compare Rockafellar [ 161). We assume that 
there exist functions U E La(C), U* E L’(Z) such that L(t, r, U(t, r)) and 
L*(t, <, u*(t, r)) are summable in (t, <) on C (.L*(t, <, .) denotes the 
conjugate functional of L(t, r, .)). Hence the functional defined by 
is well defined, lower semicontinuous, convex and not identically +co on 
L,(Z) (compare Rockafellar [ 151). Here, cr denotes the surface measure of 
I-. 
Let (1, x) +-+ C(t, x), (t, x) E 0, be a set-valued mapping such that C(t. .u) 
is a nonempty, closed and convex subset of iR. With u > 0 we can now 
introduce the following control problem (“V”’ denotes “almost everywhere” j. 
(P) Minimize 
.T 
f( Y(T)) + jn jr LO, 4 u(t,O) da df 
subject toyE L’(Q). u E t”‘(C) and 
y(0) = 0. (1.3) 
y(t, x) E at, x), V(f, x) E 0. (1.4) 
The solution ~7 of ( l.l)--( 1.3) is to be understood in the sense of Lions and 
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Magenes [9, Vol. I, Chap. 3, Section 41. The bilinear form occurring in this 
context is given by 
Hence we have y E W(0, T, H,(a), H’(0) *) and y(T) E L’(R). Since only 
essentially bounded controls are admitted, we actually get more: .1’ is a 
continuous function on 0. This will be shown in the next section. Conse- 
quently, the above formulation of (P) makes sense. 
It should be noted that, besides the state constraint (1.4), also an endpoint 
constraint or a control constraint may occur, since the functionals f and L 
are allowed to take on +co as a possible value. In Section 5 we consider 
some typical examples. 
As usual, one only gets necessary conditions for optimality, if a certain 
constraint qualification holds. In our case this is the Slater condition: the set 
K.= (z E Z 1 z&x) E C(r,x), V’(t.x) E e} (1.5) 
must have interior points with respect to the topology of the space Z of 
states y. Under reasonable assumptions on the set-valued mapping C this is 
only possible if Z is suitable chosen. This will be done in Section 2. 
It is obvious that Z .= C([O, T]; L’(R)) would be a wrong choice. This 
state space is adequate if the state constraint is pointwise in t and in integral 
form in x. Such problems are considered in Barbu and Precupanu [3, 
Chap. 4) and in Mackenroth [lo]. 
Another type of parabolic control problem with state constraints is treated 
in Lasiecka [7]. In this paper, the space of states is C( [0, T]; HA(R)). A 
rather general class of parabolic boundary control problems without state 
constraints is studied in Barbu [2]. Finally let us mention the paper of 
Troltzsch [ 191, where a bang-bang-principle for a state constrained parabolic 
control problem with space dimension one is derived. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we prove continuity 
properties of .v and J(T). Some of our arguments are based on the Fourier 
series representation of y and resemble those used in Glashoff and Week [6] 
in a similar situation. 
Our formulation of the optimality conditions makes use of the adjoint 
partial differential equation. As we shall see in Section 5, we have to admit 
the elements of the topological duals Z* and C(n)* as data of this equation. 
In order to give meaning to this, we use the method of transposition to define 
a generalized solution w* (compare, e.g., Lions and Magenes [9, Vol. II]). 
This is done in Section 3, where also a trace w6 of w* is introduced. In 
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Section 4 we prove that MI* and N; are summable. Moreover we get an 
integral representation of w* and w;. 
In Section 5 we derive necessary and suffkient optimality conditions and a 
dual problem (D) of (P), which is shown to have an optimal solution. The 
extreme values inf(P) and sup(D) of both problems coincide. At this place 
one sees again that the choice of 2 is crucial. For example. let Z .= L’(Q). 
One gets again a dual problem which has the same extreme value as (P), but 
which, in general, has no longer an optimal solution. The explanation is that 
in this case one only gets square integrable feasible “dual controls.” This is 
too restrictive: the optimal “dual controls” of (D) actually lie in a larger 
space than L’(Q). In this context let us mention the paper of Mossino ] 11 1, 
where in a similar situation such dual problems without an optimal solution 
are considered. 
2. CONTINUOUS CONTROL OPERATORS 
In order to treat the control problem in a simple manner with the help of 
convex optimization theory, it is convenient to introduce a control operator 
S by 
su .= (VlY(T)), VuEL”(C), 
where 4’ is the solution of (1. l)-( 1.3) belonging to u. Of course, the definition 
of the control operator is not complete unless its range is specified. This 
requires the proof of some regularity results for the solution y. 
LEMMA 1. With w E L’(Q), u E L’(C) let y be the solution of 
ff.vlr + @/an,, = u. 
y(0) = 0. 
Then the following assertions hold. 
(a) If w < 0, u < 0. then we hate y < 0. 




ProoJ: This may easily be deduced from the maximum principle (see. 
e.g., Protter and Weinberger [ 121) by using a density argument (compare 
Fattorini [5, 2.2. Lemma], where such an argument is used in a similar 
situation). I 
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The proof of the next results requires the Fourier series representation of 
the solution y. Let 1, (resp. uk) denote the eigenvalues (resp. eigenfunctions) 
of the eigenvalue problem 
-Av, + & vk = 0, 
auk + i?v,/l?n, = 0. 
Then the following assertions hold (see Agmon [ 1, Theorem 14.6 and p. 103 
ff. I): 
{Vklk& is a complete orthonormal system in L*(R); (2.4) 
.there is a c > 0 such that A, = ck2/” + o(k2’“); (2.5) 
v/( E P(fi) for any kE N; (2.6) 
there are C E R, 6 > 0 such that ]I u~(],-(~.) < Ck’ 
for any k E N. (2.7) 
It follows immediately from (2.5)-(2.7) that the function 
g(t, x; 7,<) .= -? 
kti, 
e-Ak”-T’u,(x)v,((), 
V(f,X)E e, V(7,4 E z; 7 <t 
is well defined. For I E IO, T[ let 
zr .= IO, I[ x r. 
By xI we denote the characteristic function of Z;,. Finally, we often write y(u) 
for the solution y of (1.1 )-( 1.3). 
THEOREM 1. Let u E La(Z). Then 
(a) for any t E [0, T] we have 
-.'""-"u&) ~(7, t) do d7 vk, (2.8) 
where the series converges in the sense of L’(Q); 
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(f) g(t, x; r, 0 2 0, V(t, x) E Q, V(r, <) E c. r < t; 
k) sk xi .9 a) E qq, V(bX) E a 
(hj .v(u)(t, x) = 1’; i, g(r, x; r, 5) ~(5. tj do dr, V(t, xl E 0. 
Proof. (a) This may easily be proved by calculating the Fourier coef- 
ficients (y(u)(t), ck jLlco, in the usual way. 
(b) Since the inequality 
holds. we get from Lemma l(a) 
IYb) -4’01t-su)I <ll4m,z, Y(1 -Xt-a). 
The operator a/laf + A is hypoelliptic (compare Lions and Magenes 19, 
Vol. III, Chap. IO]). Hence we have J(U) E C(Q) and the above inequality 
holds especially for all (t, x) with x E R and t < T fixed. But, obviously, this 
is also true for t = T (continue ZJ by 0 on a set IO, F[ X r. F > 7). Now the 
assertion follows from 
4’(1 -x,-m =.v(1)(4. 
(c) This is an immediate consequence of (b) and 
(d) Using (2.5)-(2:) we see that the Fourier series of ~(x~~,~)(t) 
converges uniformly in f2 (for 6 > 0). Hence we have y(jPb u)(f) E C(n). 
Furthermore, assertion (c) shows ~(u)(t) E C(4). Let (ti}iE:,. be a sequence 
with lim,,,. ti = f. In order to prove the desired equation 
lim II .1+4(4) -~Wf)ll~,h, = 0 (2.9) 
i-cc 
we consider two cases. 
Case 1. ti 2 t for all i E N. Then we may assume t < T. Let y,(u) be the 
solution of (l.l)-( 1.3) for the time interval [I, T] and assume that J* solves 
(1. l), (1.2) with u = 0 and vz(t) = y(u)(t), the time interval also being [t. T]. 
We have 
IY*(“)(ti)l G IIUllL~CE, Yl(l)(fi), V i E K: 
hence limj,, ]I y,(u)(tJ]]cca, = 0. Together with limiAlc I/ yz(ti) - 
~(u)(t)&,m = 0 and y(u)(ti) = ~v,(u)(~J + y2(fi) this proves (2.9). 
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Case 2. ti < t for all i E N. Let E > 0 be given and choose 6, > 0 such 
that 
We have 
Yt”)tti) -Y(u)(t) =Y(“)(ri) -Y(Xt-8,“)(ti) 
- (u(u)(t) - Ytix,-8, u)(t)) 
+YOIt-8, U)(ti) -YCXl-8,“)(t>* (2.11) 
From (b) and (2.10) we conclude that the supremum-norm of the first and 
the second difference in the right side of (2.11) is less than e/3 for 
sufficiently large i. But, obviously, the same holds for the third difference in 
the right side of (2.11) (compare with the reasoning in case 1). 
(e) This is an immediate consequence of Lemma l(b). 
(f) By (2.5~(2.7) the Fourier series (2.8) converges uniformly on any 
set [0, t - 61 x r. Hence we may interchange the order of summation and 
integration and obtain 
(2.12) 
From Lemma l(a) we deduce g(t, x; ., .) > 0 on [0, t - 61 X r. This implies 
(0 
(g) Assertion (c) and (2.12) show 
y(u)@, x) = ;$+ j-; fr g(t, xi r,t) xt-s u(r, 8 da dr. (2.13) 
Using (f) and the Theorem of B. Levi, and taking into account (2.13) we 
obtain 
y( l)(t, x) = I,‘!, g(t, x; ~0 do dr. 
This proves (g). 
(h) This follows at once from (g), and (2.13). 1 
By P(X, Y) we denote the space of continuous linear mappings of X into 
Y, where X, Y are Banach spaces. The following corollary is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 1. 
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COROLLARY 1. Wehave 
s E ;“(L”j(C), C(G) x C(Q). 
Remark. Some parts of Theorem 1 are well known. Particularly the 
assertions of (b), (c), (f) and (g) were already proved in Glashoff and Week 
[6]. But in this paper generalized solutions are defined by means of the 
equation in (h), so that we could not use directly some of the results given 
there. (See also Schmidt [ 181. where the series representation of weak 
solutions is also used.) 
We denote by p, (resp. pz) the canonical projection of C(Q) x C(n) onto 
C(Q) (resp. C(B)). Put 
K .= {z E C(Q) I z(t,x) E C(t, x), V(I, x) E 01, 
F(z. u) .= 6(z ( K) + F,(u), V(z, u) E C(Q) x lY(C), 
where 6(. 1 K) is the indicator of K (compare Rockafellar [ 161). (P) may 
now be written as follows. 
(P) Minimize f( p2Su) + F( p, Su, U) subject to u E L”(C). 
We shall use this formulation of (P) in Section 5. 
Many of the results proved in Theorem 1 hold analogously if the control 
appears in the region. Let G be defined as g, with the only difference that c 
varies in fi instead of r. Let x; (I E 10, r]) denote the characteristic function 
of 
Q, .= 10, t[ x f2. 
The following theorem may be proved in a similar way to that used in 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let y (resp. ys) be the solution of (2.1)-(2.3) corresponding 
ro w E L”(Q) (resp. ffe6 w) and u = 0. Then 
(a) for any t E [0, T] we have 
y(t) = F 1’ J’ e-Ak”-“v,(<) ~$5, <) d< dr vk, 
kT, 0 a 
where the series converges in the sense of L ’ (f2); 
(b) v&>,Y(~) E C@), lima +o+ II V&I -~(t)ll.,~) = 0; 
(c) the mapping w t+ y(T) is continuous from L Oc (Q) info C(a); 
(d) G(t, x; r, 0 > 0, v(t, x) E 0, V(r, c) E 0, r < r; 
(e) G(t, x; -. a) E L'<Q,>, ‘J’(GX) E Q; 
(f) y(r, X) = j; jn G(t, X; r, r) w(r, 0 & dr, V(r, x) E 0. 
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3. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH 
BOREL MEASURES AS DATA 
In order to explicitly formulate the optimality conditions it is necessary to 
calculate the adjoint control operator S *. This is our aim in the following 
two sections. At first we consider a slightly more general situation than 
necessary. 
Let Y c L’(Q), F? c L*(C) be Banach spaces (with continuous inclusions) 
and let Z, E be locally convex topological vector spaces. Assume that G(Q) 
is a dense subspace of Y with continuous inclusion. Let JJ be the solution of 
(2.1)-(2.3) belonging to w E Y and u E ?I’/. Put 
We assume 
P(w u) .= (Y9 Y(T))* 
P~ir(YxM,zxE). (3.1) 
Let j,: Y 4 Y x g be the natural embedding 
j,(w) *= (WY O), VWEY. 
Analogously let j, be the natural embedding of % into Y X g. Let 
We norm 9 by ]]q]]9 .= ]I@/& + Aq]],, cp E 9. Then 9 is a Banach space 
and a/at + A: 9 + Y a topological isomorphism (compare Lions and 
Magines [9, Vol. II, Chap. 4, Theorem 11). By (3.1), 5? lies in Z (with 
continuous inclusion) and the mapping J b y(T) is continuous from J8 into 
E. Hence for I* E Z*. h * E E* the functional 
UP) -= (% z*>z +(lo(T), h*),, Vfp,..;i9 (3.2) 
is linear and continuous on .58 (if z E Z, z* E Z*, we write (z, z*)~ for 
z”(z)). 
The operator P will be called regular, if the implication 
(Pj,)*(z*,h*)=O*(Pj,)*(z*,h*)=O, Vz*EZ*,Vh*EE* (3.3) 
holds. Clearly the regularity of P depends on its domain and its range. Let 
S .= Pj,. 
LEMMA 2. For z* E Z*, h* E E* there exists a unique w* E Y* with 
(adat +4h w*h = +A z*), + (~(0 h*),, VpE.9. (3.4) 
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Furthermore we have 
w* = (Pj,)* (z*, h*). 
Let Y$ be the linear space of solutions w* of (3.4) which result lf- z* runs 
through Z* and h* runs through E *. If P is regular, then there exists a 
linear mapping T: Y,* + K* with 
(P(0, u). (z*, h*)),,, = (u, r(~‘*)iu. ‘p’ u E @. (3.5) 
where II’* . z*. h* haae to fulfill (3.4). Hence 
T(w*) = S*(z*. h”). 
Proof. The unique existence of a w* E Y* with (3.4) is obvious, since 
the functional L defined in (3.2) lies in .a* and since S/i2 + A: .;ip + Y is a 
topological isomorphism. Let ~1 E Y and let o be the solution of (2.1~(2.3) 
(with u = 0). Then we get a, E .a and 
(w. (Pj,)* (z*, h*)),. = (P(ro, 0), (z*. h”)),,, 
= (q. z*:iz + \rp(7’), h*::,, 
= @cp/& + Aw, IV”‘:,. 
= M’, w*;,,.. ( 
Assume now that P is regular and let u-* E I’$. Then there are z* E Z*. 
h * E E* such that )I’* is the corresponding solution of (3.4). Define r( M’* ) 
by (3.5). We have to show that r(ut*) is independent of the special choice of 
z*, h”. Let IV* be also the solution of (3.4) with i* E Z*, h* E E*. Then 
we have to verify 
(P(O,u),(z*-z*,h*-h*)j,,,-=O, v u E i’/. (3.6) 
We know that 
(?cp/Pt+.4+0), =(‘P,z*--I”),,+(q(T),h*-A*;,.. VqE.rA. 
Together with the already proved assertion of the Lemma this gives 
Pi,)* (z* -i*.h*-i;“)=O. 
Since P is assumed to be regular, we obtain (3.6). i 
We now come back to the situation considered in Sections 1 and 2 and put 
# .= L “(C). Y .= clccm(~(Q)) (=( u’E C(Q) ( nipB= 01). Z .= C(Q) and 
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E .= C(a). Then the general assumptions made above are fulfilled. Equation 
(3.1) is a consequence of Theorem 1. 
The space C(Q) may be identified with C([O, T]; C(4)). Hence the dual of 
C(Q) may be identified with the Banach space NBV(0, P, C(b)*) of all 
functions u: [0, T] + C(D)*, which are of bounded variation and continuous 
from the right on 10, T[ and which vanish at T (compare Dinculeanu [4]). 
By v;. we denote the function of NBV(0, T; C(a)*) representing 
z* E C(Q)*. Let NBV,(O, T; C(a)*) .= (v E NBV(0, T; C(B)*) 1 v is 
continuous at 0 and T). Each z* E C(Q)* may by written in the form 
(~3 Z*)CCQ, = (z(O), z&n + (z(T), zhn 
+ (z, zo* )CCQ, 9 v z E c(e). (3.7) 
where zO, zT. E C(G)*, v,s E NBV,(O, T, C(a)*). Moreover, the decom- 
position (3.7) is unique (see Mackenroth [ 10, Satz 5.1 I). 
LEMMA 3. Let %, Y, Z, E be chosen as above and assume that for any 
z* E Z *, h* E E * the implication 
(P(w, O), (z*, h*))zXE = 0, VwE Y*z,*=O,z,+h*=O 
holds (where z* is decomposed as in (3.7)). Then (P) is regular. 
Proof. Let the premise of (3.3) hold. Then we get by our assumption 
z$ = 0, zT + h* = 0 and consequently for all u E % 
(P(Qu), (z*,h*))zxE= (p~P(O,u),z,*), +(p,P(O,u),z,+ h”), =O. 
Hence we have 
(Pj,)* (z*, h*) = 0. 1 
The following question arises: How can the “adjoint partial differential 
equation” (3.4) and the map t be interpreted? Let us first consider (3.4). Let 
the map j: C(Q)*-g*(Q) be defined by j(z*) .=zT&c, (z* E C(Q)*). 
Furthermore assume that C(Q)* may be decomposed in the direct sum of 
two subspaces Z,*, ZT, which have the following properties: j,,, is injective, 









= (9, zZ”>, +MT), h*),, VrpE9, (3.9) 
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where it is assumed that z* = zt + z:, z$ E Z,*, z; E Z,*. Equation (3.8) 
has to be understood in the usual distributional sense, since Y* as well as 
Z,* may be considered as subspaces of P*(Q). In order to interprete the 
generalized boundary and initial condition (3.9) at least formally in the usual 
way, one has to decompose z: into two summands: one of them prescribes 
uwl*r + c3t-*/an,4. and the other w*(T) (together with h*). It would not be 
difficult to construct the indicated decompositions, but since they will not be 
used later, we do not carry this out. 
A simple calculation shows r(ro*) = N$. if the data =*. h* in (3.4) are 
sufficiently regular. Hence r may be considered as a continuation of the 
restriction map II* tt ~$7; of the space of all “regular” solutions of (3.4) to 
the solution space Yt. 
4. SUMMABILITY OF IV* AND r(w*) 
By N,*(z*, h”) we denote the solution of (3.4) for z* E C(Q)*. 
h* E C(n)*. Let ?/, Y, Z, E be defined as in the second half of Section 3. 
For any I E [0, T[ put 
Q' .= It, 7-l x a. 
As usual, we write z* > 0, if z* is nonnegative. According to the Riesz 
representation theorem to each z* E C(Q)* with z* > 0 there exists a unique 
positive regular Bore1 measure ,D~. with 
(z, z*)ccc, = 1-z dp:. v z E c@,* 
-Q 
THEOREM 3. Let z* E C(Q)*! I* > 0, h E C(D)*. Then 
(a) ~“(0, h*)(t, x) = Cp=r e-~‘k’T-r’(t~k, h* jccn, u&y), V(t, x) E 
10, T[ x 5, w*(O,h*)E C([O, T[ x fi)nL’(Q); 
(b) for almost every (t, x) E Q the function G(., . ; t, x) is summable 
on Q’ with respect to ,uz, ; 
(cl w*(z*, O)(r, x) = jQ, G(.. .; t, x) dp,. , V’(t, x) E Q, w*(z*, 0) E 
L ‘(Q,. 
Proof, (a) By (2.5)-(2.7) the series in (a) defines a continuous function 
on [0, T[ x fi, which we denote by M’*(h*). According to Theorem 3(c) the 
operator p2PjI may be continued to an operator p, E Y’(L”(Q), C(B)). 
Using Theorem 2(a) and (b), one sees, quite similar to Glashoff and Week 
16, Lemma 31, that P,*(h*) = $*(h*) and pf(h*) E L’(Q). The assertion 
follows now from (p>Pj,)* (h*) =p:(h*),,. and Lemma 2. 
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(b), (c) Let ,u .=,+. The operator p,Pj, may be continued to an 
operator $, E Y(C(Q), C(Q)). By Theorem 2(f) we get for w E C(Q) 
Let 
f,&, x; 5, <) = G(h x; 5, 0 w(r, 0, if ret, 
= 0, if rat. 
Then 
Applying Theorem 2(d) we obtain for r < t 
If,(f, x; r, 01 < II WILES, G(h .v r,t), 
which shows together with Theorem 2(f) 
Hence the function 
= II WIlP,Q) &w, 4, V(f,X) E 0. 
.T 
Jo j, ILi-7 . ; r, 0 & dr 
is summable on Q with respec to ,u. Let v be the Lebesque measure on Q. By 
Tonelli’s theorem we see now that f, is summable on Q x Q with respect o 
the product measure ,u x v. Hence by Fubini’s theorem the function 
(I, x) ~f,,(r, x; r, e) is v-a.e. summable on Q with respect to ,U and the 
function 
is summable with respect o v. Furthermore the equation 
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holds. Clearly 
By putting especially w = 1. we obtain (b) and the summability of the 
function 
(r,5) b -‘a G(., .i r. 5) d/i r 
with respect to r. By this, Lemma 2, and 
= ( ( w(r,<) [ G(.,.:r.<)dpdcdr 
-0 .R . Q' 
we conclude (c). I 
Remark. The nonnegativity of z* in Theorem 3 is no loss of generality. 
since any z * E C(Q)* may be written in the form z* = z T - z T with zT , 
z!Ec(Q)*, zT>O, z’ > 0 (see Schafer [ 171). Hence for every 
z” E c(Q)*, h* E c(b)* we have an integral representation and the 
summability of w*(z *, h *). 
THEOREM 4. (a) The operator P is regular. Hence the map r of 
Lemma 2 e.lcists. 
(b) For anv h* E C(n)* we hatle 
r(w”(0, h*)) = I+& EL’(C). 
(c) Let z* E C(Q)*, z* > 0. Then for almost every (t. x) E C the 
function g( ., .: t, x) is summable on Q’ with respect to pre. Moreooer we have 
r(w*(z*, O))(t, x) = 1’ g(-, -; t. X) dp,. . V’(& x) E z. 
. Q’ 
r(w*(z*, 0)) E L’(C). 
Proof. (a) Let z * E C(D)*, h * E C(d)* be given and assume 
(’ e-Ajf’-?)y/(r)dr uj, rr ,--.lj(r-l) 
-‘0 -0 
w(r)dtuj)v (z*,h*)),,,=O, 
V y/E V(]O, T(),V jE Pd. (4.1’) 
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At first we prove that (4.1) implies 
z$=O, z,+lz*=o. (4.2) 
By Fubini’s theorem we get (with L’ .= tlz6) 
1; e-*‘j”-T)y(r)drv, z*)= = fT f’e-.‘j”-“ICl(t)drv.dLl 
J’ 0 J (4.3) -0 -0 
.T _. 
= ) ) e-.‘f”-“y(r) dr d(vj. o)~ 
-0 -0 
.T .r 
=.I0 .)( e 
-.\j(. -“ty(t) d(vj, v)E dt 
-.ij(’ -I’ d(vj, ~1)~ dt. 
The first integral on the right side of (4.3) is an integral with respect to the 
vector valued measure p, induced by u, compare Dinculeanu [4] (where we 




W(t) e-““‘-“d(uj, v)~ + e-.‘jj”-“(vj, z7. + A*), dr = 0, 





e -‘j(.-‘)d(vj, v), + e-‘jcT-‘)(vj, zT + h*), = 0, 
-t 
V’ t E [O, z-1, vj E N. 




1 (uj, v(.)), de-,“’ - epA”(vj, u(r)), + e--‘j’(vj, zT + h*), = 0, 
V’fE [O,T],VjEN, 
from which we deduce that 
(vi, ~(5))~ dr - C”j’(vj, v(t))E + e-““(vj, ZT + h*>, = 0, 
V’ f E [O, T-1, vj E t-d. 
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Differentiation (in the sense of distributions on 10. T[) gives 
(d/df)(Zj;, Ll(. )& = 0, VjE ki. 
Hence for any j E N there exist cj E R with 
(L$ L’(t);iF = cj. V’ f E 10. T]. 
Since c is continuous from the right on IO. T[, continuous at 0 and T and 
vanishing at T. we get 
(Pi, c(t):,, = 0. v t E [O. TI, vj E IN. 
From this we deduce L! = 0, since the finite linear combinations of the eigen- 
functions ~1~ are dense in C(a) (Glashoff and Week 16, Lemma 21). Applying 
this argument again, (4.4) shows zT + h* = 0. Hence (4.2) is proved. 
Let P be the continuation of Pj, to C(Q). Assume 
(At’, (z*, h*))Z*E = 0, v II’ E C(Q). (4.5 1 
Since we have for IJ/ E P(]O, T[ ). j E IN 
p,~(ytlj)(t, x) = (-( e-.‘j”-“y(r) dr v,~(x), 
-0 
by the result proved above (4.5) implies (4.2). In Theorem 3 we showed 
p*(z*, II*) E L’(Q). Hence the assertion follows now from Lemma 3. 
(b). (c) These assertions are verified by essentially the same 
arguments as those used in the proof of Theorem 3. i 
5. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS AND DUALIT) 
With the results of the preceding sections we are now in a position to 
derive an existence theorem and optimality conditions for (P). 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that (P) has a feasible solution and that the set 
I 
.T . 
UEL~(C) 1 1 L(t,<,u(t.{))dudr<+a, 
“0 -r I 
is bounded in L”(C). Then (P) has an optimal solution. 
JO? 87 I I8 
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ProoJ Since we know from Theorem 4 that 
S*(C@)* x C(n)*) c L’(Q) 
holds, the assertion may be proved by a well known argument. 1 
Remark. Assume that 
int C(t, x) f 0, V(t, x) E 0, (5.1) 
((t, x, r) ] r E int C(t, x)} = int cl{ (t, x. y) ] r E C(t, x)}. (5.2) 
Then K has a nonempty interior consisting of the functions z such that 
z(t, x) E int C(t, x). 
This follows from Rockafellar [ 14, Theorem 5 and Lemma 21. As usual, we 
denote by 8g (resp. g*) the subdifferential (resp. conjugate functional) of a 
convex function g. 
THEOREM 6. Let (5.1), (5.2) hold and assume that there exists a feasible 
conrrol U with 
J(t, x) E int C(f, x), V(& -u) E e, 
where .V is the solution of (l.l)-( 1.3) belonging fo U. Moreover, let f be 
bounded above on a neighborhood of y(T). Then 
(a) the pair (y, u) is opfimal for (P) if and only if there exist 




= (~9 z*)cc~j + GiVh h*)c,n, 3 v rp E 29, (5.3) Lz(o, 
h” E ~f(vG?), (5.4) 
fig (z, z*jccm = 0. z*)~~~~, (5.5) 
-.r(w*)(f, t-1 E WC r. U(f, <I), V’(f, r) E c, (5.6) 
(b) lei (D) be the problem of maximizing 
.T . 
-f *(h*) - ;f~p (z, z*& - ) 1 L*(t, 6 -r(w*)(t, ~3) do dt 
-0 -r 
subjecf to w* EL’(Q), z* E C(Q)*, h* E C(a)* and (5.3). Then (D) has an 
optimal solution and we have 
inf(P) = sup(D). 
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Proof: (b) For z E Z (=C(Q)), h E E (=C(fi)) pur 
G(z. h)(u) .=f( p2Su - h) + d( p, Su - z / K) + F,(u). 
(P) is nothing else than the problem of minimizing G(O.O)(u) subject to 
ZdEL’(C). Put for i*EZ*. h*EE” 
G*(O)(z*. h”) .= inf (G(z, h)(u) + (I. z*‘~ + <,/I./Z*‘,, ;. 
;.h.u 
With ll* .= S*(z*. h*) we obtain 
G*(O)(i*. A*) 
= inf 
P,.Sll -ZEK cj-( p~su - h) + F,(u) + (z. ZQ. + (h, I?*,, \ 
:.h.u 
= j;f if(h) + F,(u) - (h, h*), - (Iz. z”& + (Sk (z*. A”)!, , \ 
u . h 
= +-*(A*) - sup (z, z*:,, -F$(-u”) 
rEK 
= -j-*(he) - sup (z, z*,, - 1 
:EK 
( L *(t. r. -u*(r. 0) do dt. 
-n .r 
In the last step we used the summability of u* and Rockafellar 1 16. 
Theorem 21 I. By Lemma 2 and Theorem 4 we see that (D) coincides with 
the problem of maximizing G*(O)(z*, A*) subject to 2 * E Z*. h* E E *. 
Hence assertion (b) follows from Rockafellar 116. Theorem 17(a) 1, if the 
functional 
is bounded above on a neighborhood of (0.0). But this is clear from our 
assumptions, the preceding remark and the inequality 
cp&. h) < f( .F(r) - h) + 6( .i; - z / K) + F,(i). b(z.h)EZxE. 
(a) Using (b) and the inequality G*(O)(z*, A*) < G(O.O)(u). we 
deduce that (J, u) is optimal for (P) if and only if there exist :* E Z”. 
h” E E*. N:* EL’(Q) with (5.3) and 
= -f*(h*) - sup (z, z*j, - (’ 1. L*(t. r. -u*(t, 0) da dt (5.7) 
ZEh .o .r 
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(with u* .= r(n~*)). Equation (5.7) implies 
./I 4’07) + (k h *>E -f(h) + (z, z *>, 
+ j.T [U t, u(t, 0) + L*(t, t, --u*(t, 811 do dt Q 0 VhEE,VzEK. 
-0 
Because of 
(~1 z*>z + (~3 -u*)w, = (A% z*>z - (u, S*(z*, h*)),,,,, 
= -( YU’-L h*), 
we obtain 
VhEE, VzEK. (5.8) 
Conversely (5.8) implies (5.7). Since (5.8) holds especially for h =y(7’), 
z = ~1, we get (5.6). Using (5.6) we see at once that (5.4), (5.5) also follow 
from (5.8). On the other hand, (5.8) is a consequence of (5.4)-(5.6). This 
proves (a). I 
Finally we consider some examples. 
1. Suppose that y is only restricted on a closed subset M of 0. Then 
we have C(t, x) = IR for any (l, x) @G M. We calculate the supremum in (5.5). 
Let .2! .= C(M) and put 
K, .= (f E i 1 f(t, x) (S C(t, x), V(r, x) E M). 
With r: Z + 2, r(z) .= z,~ for z E Z, define 
g(z) .= 4r(z) I Ko), VZEZ. 
By Rockafellar [ 16, Theorem 19(a)] we obtain 
g*(z*) = min {;;fO (2, .2*& 1 r*(z^*) = z*, z^* E i*} 
= min { ;!~p (z, r*(I^*))i 1 r*(i*) = z*, i* E i*}. 
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Since r* is injective, we can identify .?I!* with r*(P!*). Hence 
g*(z*) = sup (z, z* jccm, if z* E C(M)*. 
:ER 
= +co. if z* $ C(M)*. 
Especially it is possible that M c Q. In this case C(M)* may be interpreted 
as a subspace of L?*(Q) and the functional z$ in (3.8) coincides with the 
distribution z *, whereas the functional z;” in (3.9) vanishes. Another 
possibility is that y is only restricted on the boundary. Then we have M = C 
and z* appears only in the boundary data of it’*: Z: coincides with z* and 
2: vanishes. 
2. With m > 0. yr E C(D) consider the problem of minimizing 
II 1’(T) -1.rIIam 
subject o J’E L'(Q), u EL”-(C) with (1.1)-(1.4) and 
Then (5.4) holds if and only if 
and (5.5) is equivalent to 
u(t, <) rw*(t. r) + m / rw*(t. <)I = 0. V’(t, () E z. (5. IO) 
Condition (5.10) yields the following bang-bang-principle: s~‘*(t. l) # 0 
implies ]u(t, <)] = m almost everywhere on C. Of course, the question arises. 
whether it is possible to describe more closely the set where rw* vanishes. If 
the problem contains no state constaints, an answer may be found in 
Glashoff and Week [6]. The state constrained case seems to be widely unex- 
plored. but for a different problem compare Troltzsch ] 19 ]. 
The state constraint may be of the form 
.v(t. x) > q(t, s), V(t, x) E Q 
with q E C(Q). Then (5.5) has to be replaced by 
z”,<O. (y-q,z*jccQ,=O. 
3. Another typical example consist in minimizing 
f u(r. t)’ da dt 
-0 
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subject to y E L’(Q). u E L*)(C) with (l.l)-(1.4), (5.9) and 
(with p > 0, ~7~ E C(B)). Then (5.4) resp. (5.6) has to be replaced by 
resp. 
2.4, <) = m, 
= -m, 
if tw*(t, r) < -m, 
if sw*(t, r) > m, (a.e. on C) 
= --sw*(t, <), if Irw*(t, 01 <m. 
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